
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About the title – p.3 
 

Let’s start with the title. Even with the subtitle first: Mechanical Live Cinema. A live 

cinema, you know already.  

Projection of a silent film (in our case, a couple of short films), of which the soundtrack 

is produced live by musicians, usually placed next to the screen. 

Here we add « mechanical », Mechanical Live Cinema, because there is no musician (no 

musician, let it be said!), but a huge musical machinery which execute the soundtrack of 

these silent films.  

And then, Missed…again! That’s the name of the show. And let me say that we are quite 

proud of the title. Often we heard that it sounded quite unenthusiastic and not really 

positive. Well, I answer: Yes, so what? And don’t forget the exclamation mark, it indicates 

a will, a spirit, an energy, get up and go! What is important is « Again ».  

Note that Missed…again!  is really different than back to square one... Ok we fail, but we 

try again, and again and again and again, until…. until the great escape, the big night! 

Because, to conclude, let specify that the films (and show) have the same theme: 

revolution, commitment. 

 

Stage description – p.5 

Imagine a pedestrian drive-in, an open-air cinema (it can take place indoors as well: shed, 

market building, a theatre big enough) where the public come in through a factory portal 

(which appears on screen). Tiers, carpets…all you need to be comfortably seated. 

 

Mechanical Music – p.8  

In this space, right at the bottom, there is a giant music box. As a musical factory (see 

Modern Times by Chaplin, also inspired by agricultural mechanism). 7m opening, 3m 

high, 2m50 depth, footbridges, trapdoors, balcony, ladders, spiral staircase (it is 

swarming) … 

Numerous sound system: different and varied percussion sounds, accordion, melodica, 

flutes, carillon for the musical base, bass and electric guitar, tenor bells, whistles, gongs, 

horns and original dins. The whole lot will be equipped with microphones for direct sound 

effects. The technical handling is visible by everyone: theatrically essential.  

25 years of experience, we know our stuff, it looks amazing, plays right, works well and 

it blows you away!  

On the top of this impressive structure is a projection screen (3m x 2m). Red velvet 

curtain, painted advertisement canvas (70’s style). Back projection of the images.  

NB: the musical box and the screen are both in your visual field, comedians are evolving 

in, on and around the structure… better than 3D, it’s live cinema! 

 

Theatrical play – p.9 

After the setting, the theatrical play.  

The first research about the characters is inspired by the previous creations of 

Dynamogène's company: Rénovation Façades & Ouvert Pour Inventaire. Mute characters 

but no mime. Let’s add running gags on it (I love it), a pinch of absurd theatre, a drop of 

burlesque (because there is humanity behind this…a lot) and utilitarian choreography 

(every precise and harmonious movement is technically justified). Some pictures with 

emotions between the lines (a wording to keep in mind).  

 

Show scenario – p.10 

Who said scenario? There are three actors and that’s it! They work and shut their mouths. 

They stroll on the walkway, from port side to starboard and until the highest footbridge. 

They trigger and switch, change discs, regulate the volume, work on their automatic music 

box, in a synchronised sound of sweat & screams. They are telling us their lives, doubts 

and hopes of revolutionary trainees, dreamy workers, fun-loving and slovenly utopians.  

No, there is no narration, it tells peanuts other than millions of small daily life things: 

emotions between the lines (remember this: « Between the lines »). 

The focus is alternatively on the screen and on the actors, and sometimes it merges. There 

are three actors on stage, but only one of them is present on the screen (the hero who runs 

away, cf. next paragraph). 

Parsimoniously (because we are not here to fool around!), we will play with the 

opportunities of having interactions between the stage and the screen.  

NB: several objects are seen on screen as well as on stage (portal, moped, bicycle, 

bench…) 

Duration:  about 1h10  

Auditorium capacity: 300 people 

3 comedians (projectionist workers) 

Night time only  

Fixed show suitable for all audiences 

ENGLISH TRANSLATION 



 

Movie scenario – p.11 

All films are written, shot and edited especially for the show. That is something!  

Different approaches, in a slightly nostalgic aesthetic (image processing), let’s say 

“vintage”, that’s more in the air these days (between 1900 and 1970), but actually we 

couldn’t care less about anachronism.  

There is a main actor (the one who is also on stage), two supporting actors (only on screen: 

two old men on a “travelling” bench), and dozens of extras). 

The screening is composed of three parts (the runaways), with interludes in between (clip).  

On the screen, as a nagging chorus, you will see a continuous flow of workers coming out 

of a utopian factory (cf. Workers leaving the Lumière Factory) by the portal previously 

introduced in this document. There will be three runaways of the main actor. As soon as 

he goes through the portal, he will try to escape his condition in a kind of a pathetic road-

movie.  

 

The runaways – p.12 

The main actor (the one who is on stage as well, do you follow?) will escape three times 

the factory. First on a moped, second on a bike, and third time on foot. On each trip he 

will encounter two characters seated on a bench. This bench is often found on different 

absurd places. 

At the end of his drift, the adventurous worker always ends up in the front of the factory 

portal, and it goes on and on. Missed…again! Do you get it?  

To sum up: Going out, traveling the world, hoping for something better. But it gets stuck, 

sinks, derails. Deserted landscapes, flourishing ruins, crazy encounters, off the wall & 

pathetic, decrepitude, walls falling into sand…And then, a comeback as a funnel.  

NB: the three runaways are built on the same scheme (cutting) and last around 12 minutes, 

black and white style, as shot in the early 1900s. They include some monotonous parts, 

repetitions and contradictions. We will feed them with lots of “cinematic mistakes” in 

order to create lots of possible acting games.  

 

Clips – p.13 

 

A short size (2 minutes maximum). A break in the movie, rhythm, advertising, a recipe, 

(always revolutionary), a cartoon… all mainly colorized. 

Perfectly arranged, they will give the actors the opportunity to show the hole extent of the 

machine musicality, which they will program directly with a prefect precision.  

Great art in every details, utilitarian choreography as they play it so well!  

On top of that, there will be cinematic surprises, as for example, an explicit introduction 

built as a report.  

 

 

DYNAMOGèNE – p.17  
 

DYNAMOGèNE was created in 1995, following the Clintonbaco adventure. Our shows 

are conceived for the street, from life-size toys in which the poetry of the machinery is 

supported by the absurd but profoundly human playing of the characters. 

 

History of the main previous creations 

 

La Grande Roue (91-94), a giant hamster wheel (Clintonbaco) 

Le Taxi du tour de France (94- 2009), an authentic pedalcar 

M.Culbuto (until 1998), real living toy, 320 kg of poetry 

Rénovation Façades (2000 - 2003), music-box on scaffolding 

Ouvert Pour Inventaire (2004 - 2010), 2 guys & a music-box 

Le Petit Catalogue (until 2012), wandering factory / huge EntreSort  

 

More than 1800 performances in 32 countries ... 
Melbourne - Genève - Rotterdam - Marseille - Bruxelles - Luxembourg - Novi Sad 

Copenhague - Graz - Dublin - Glasgow - Stuttgart - Zaragoza - Vilnius – London - Amiens 

Budapest - Nazareth - Magdeburg - Bath - Jersey - Brighton - Andorra - Gent - Milano 

Belfast - Delft – Reykjavik - Munich - Paris - Annecy - Amman - Lisbonne - Seoul  

Singapore - Helsinborg - Shizuoka - Varazdin - Izmir – Adelaïde - Rabah - Aarhus 

Périgueux - Wellington... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


